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E

nvironmental effects play an essential role in many DoD advanced computer simulations. Without adequately representing the environment and its effects on sensors, weapons,
platforms, and people, simulation outcomes are suspect and ensuing conclusions unreliable.
Accurate physics-based models of environmental effects, however, are often computationally intensive and require more computer speed and power than can feasibly be made available to the simulation. APL and NAVAIR Orlando have teamed to develop a methodology
using cluster analysis that provides a pragmatic and general solution to this dilemma. The
methodology, called Model-response Investigation and Visualization, has been successfully
applied in the Navy Fleet Battle Experiment “Hotel” and the Navy War College Global
2001 War Game, and is currently being applied to the Joint Warfare System.

INTRODUCTION
The DoD is developing and implementing computer
simulations of complex situations involving combinations of people, systems, and the natural environment
to support training, analysis, and acquisition. The
effects of the natural environment on systems and
people are signiﬁcant factors impacting the outcome
of situations represented by many of these simulations. For example, ocean properties affect underwater
acoustic sensor performance; properties of the atmosphere affect radar and infrared sensor performance;
and terrain characteristics affect vehicle mobility,
performance of local wireless communications, etc.
Correspondingly, the simulations themselves must
adequately and appropriately represent all environmental effects that signiﬁcantly impact the processes being
modeled as a necessary, if not sufﬁcient, condition for
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the resulting conclusions and recommendations to be
accurate and complete. We have chosen the terms
“adequate” and “appropriate” because a given simulation may not require that every nuance of a particular
environmental effect be represented to the greatest
achievable accuracy in order for that effect to fulﬁll its
role in the scheme of modeled processes composing the
simulation.
Detailed physics-based models of environmental
effects are generally computationally complex. Since
simulations often include signiﬁcant numbers of entities
(i.e., sensors, weapons, platforms, people) simultaneously
experiencing some effect(s) of the natural environment,
and since the changing locations of these entities are
continually modulating the details of the respective
environmental effects, the corresponding models must
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be run and rerun rapidly and simultaneously to keep
pace with the evolving sequence of events. However,
many simulations must run either in “real time” to
allow human-in-the-loop interaction (e.g., for training
or mission rehearsal) or much faster than real time to
permit the rapid repetition of runs and accumulation of
data and results for analysis. In most cases, the available
computer power is not sufﬁcient to support the rapid
and simultaneous run of several to numerous complex
physics-based environmental effects models required to
keep pace with real-time or faster simulations. Hence
the current problem becomes how to achieve sufﬁciently
accurate and appropriate representation of important
environmental effects while maintaining the required
speed of simulation.
Calculation speed is improving with the advent
of faster processors and models employing faster and
more efﬁcient algorithms.1 Signiﬁcant modeling advances typically occur at intervals of a few years. But
even though available computer power continues to
increase, the processing power required to generate
environmental effects model calculations to keep up
with real-time and faster simulations must be at least an
order of magnitude greater than the current processor
rates (1–2 GHz). In all probability, however, other simulation requirements will continue to increase as computer technology advances and as users and developers
recognize the potential for enhancing other aspects of
simulation capability. The net result is likely to be that
only a fraction of the increasing computer processing
power will be available for the real-time calculation of
environmental effects.
This article describes a practical and cost-effective solution to the problem. As part of the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
Advanced Simulation Technology Thrust, JHU/APL
and NAVAIR Orlando teamed to develop a methodology that has come to be known, somewhat whimsically,
as Model-response Investigation and Visualization
(MIV). MIV uses cluster analysis to identify, for a given
model, a relatively small set of model calculations that
can be used to approximate, to a speciﬁed degree of
accuracy, every model calculation that would otherwise
be required during the course of a given simulation.
We also review other approaches to this and related
problems, describe the MIV approach in modest detail,
review our experience with applications of MIV thus far,
and offer a perspective on the potential value of MIV to
Navy and Joint training.

RELATED WORK
Over the past several years, much emphasis has been
placed on ﬁnding ways to accelerate acoustic model
predictions for use in tactical decision aids, mission
planning and analysis, training, and simulations. Some
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of the approaches have focused on extensions to the processing hardware (e.g., using multiple fast processors in
parallel to share the computational load2). Others have
focused on algorithm efﬁciency improvements or on
alternative, simpler approximations to the models being
used (e.g., ASTRAL3). However, three speciﬁc efforts
have gained considerable interest for their approaches
to the problem.
Investigators at the Applied Physics Laboratory of
the University of Washington (APL/UW) have concentrated their efforts on developing a neural network–based
“approximation” to a complex acoustic model (the Navy’s
Comprehensive Acoustic Simulation System/Gaussian
Ray Bundle [CASS/GRAB]) for use in trainers and
real-time predictive systems.4 Using the computational
efﬁciency and speed that neural networks afford, these
investigators are attempting to produce faster and more
robust estimates of active sonar performance in various
acoustic environments. The neural network “estimators”
they are using accept 24 parametric inputs (e.g., sensor
depth, acoustic frequency, sound velocity versus depth,
bottom type, bottom depth, etc.) for a speciﬁc region.
The neural network is then “trained” on collected or
modeled transmission loss and reverberation data, with
weights for the parameters adjusted according to the
sensitivity of the output to the particular input. This
results in a clever technique to train the neural network
without unnecessarily adjusting and compensating for
all of the weights associated with the parameters.
Initial results of the APL/UW investigation have
been encouraging, and this continues to be an area of
active inquiry as part of the Environmentally Adaptive
Sonar Technologies (EAST) Program sponsored by the
Ofﬁce of Naval Research. However, the technique is
currently limited to very benign acoustic environments
(i.e., those that do not change appreciably over a speciﬁc
geographical region), as their input parameters allow for
a single sound velocity versus depth and three bottom
depths to characterize a region. Presumably, adapting the
APL/UW technique to more range-dependent environments would require more input parameters, resulting in
increased data requirements and (possibly) appreciably
longer times for the training phases. Further work in this
area will be monitored for signiﬁcant progress. (A similar approach to “simulating” the acoustic environment
was attempted here at JHU/APL5 with similar results.
But the in-house technique was clearly intended as a
proof of concept and currently lacks the accuracy and
robustness to capture the salient characteristics of other
than very benign acoustic environments.)
Another approach to providing accurate transmission loss estimates efﬁciently and rapidly is being pursued by researchers at the Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL), Stennis Space Center, Mississippi.6 Recognizing
that sonar tactical decision aids and mission planning
tools require acoustic predictions over large geographical
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areas, these researchers are attempting to provide the
needed estimates by specifying a nonuniform grid, over
the region of interest, which will optimize the computations necessary to characterize the acoustic conditions
within an area. The grid is speciﬁed by the expected
variability and/or complexity of the acoustic environment, being ﬁner in more complex regions and coarser
in more benign regions. The variability of the acoustic
conditions is “anticipated” by monitoring the transmission loss computations at nearby grid locations and
examining the similarities of these adjacent cells. The
degree of similarity determines whether the grid point in
question is speciﬁed as a required computation point or
if its associated transmission loss can be approximated
by the loss at nearby grid points.
The nonuniform grid technique allows for the optimum allocation of available computational assets to
those regions that most require them. Furthermore,
requiring computations in the more highly variable portions of a speciﬁc region also ensures a higher degree of
accuracy in the resulting transmission loss characterization for that region. NRL investigators have found this
to be true in the synthetic and real-world test cases that
they have investigated.
Unfortunately, the number of computations required
to both generate the nonuniform grid and provide the
full transmission loss characterization for the area of
interest cannot be known a priori. Indeed, in highly
variable, complex acoustic environments (such as
might be found in most littoral areas), the nonuniform
grid might actually “degenerate” into a uniform one to
achieve a reasonable accuracy criterion for the region. In
such cases, the computational load will be signiﬁcant as
it approaches (or reaches) the “compute each time” condition. NRL is continuing this investigation, hoping to
employ genetic algorithm techniques to determine the
optimum grid speciﬁcation and its attendant computational requirements.
Still another approach to the transmission loss estimation problem has been promoted by investigators at
the NRL in Washington, DC.7 This method uses a fast
and efﬁcient algorithm (FeyRay) to generate acoustic
transmission loss and other quantities in near–real
time. FeyRay was developed with the speed, ﬁdelity,
and implementation requirements of sonar trainers and
simulators in mind. It is a broadband, range-dependent, point-to-point propagation model optimized
for computational efﬁciency. In this NRL approach,
FeyRay is an embedded component of the Acoustic
Transmission Loss Server (ATLoS), which is used to
provide transmission loss estimates to target-sensor
pairs as required during a given simulation. (ATLoS
was developed as a range-dependent follow-on to the
Personal Computer Shallow Water Acoustic Toolkit
[PCSWAT], a ray-theory–based propagation model
fashioned primarily for mine warfare applications.)
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Environmental information is retrieved from dynamic
and static databases and provided directly to FeyRay to
perform its calculations. The results are then “served”
to the requesting target-sensor pairs.
In the recent Fleet Battle Experiment-Juliet (FBEJ), ATLoS was able to provide some transmission loss
estimates as requested. However, the demand nominally
exceeded 50 requests per minute, a rate faster than it
could support, although an algorithm was employed
to ensure that transmission loss values were provided
for each contact-sensor pair as frequently as possible.
Nevertheless, NRL expects that the FeyRay developer
may be able to improve the computational efﬁciency of
the model even further, if not relegate the task to several processors. In addition, NRL investigators feel that
they may be able to streamline the environmental data
retrieval and setup for FeyRay, either through directaccess ﬁles or specialized data structures.
Each of the above approaches has demonstrated
some limitations with respect to the complexity of the
environment that can be addressed or the response time
needed to obtain the transmission loss values in order to
support the required pace of the simulation. The MIV
methodology, however, accommodates environments
of arbitrary complexity and provides instantaneous
approximations to the required transmission loss values.
The methodology can also be used to gain insight into
the response of a model to the environment of interest
(e.g., regions of greater sensitivity to input parameters
vice regions of less sensitivity) to enhance model deployment strategies in support of computer simulations and
training exercises. This enhanced insight can also serve
to minimize the effort required to evaluate differences
between (or among) candidate models for simulations
and training systems.

MIV METHODOLOGY
The application of the MIV methodology begins
with an examination of the particular environment to
be used in the simulation. The environment contained
within speciﬁed time, latitude, and longitude intervals
(or otherwise-speciﬁed geographic limits) is sectioned
into regions that are roughly uniform in those properties that impact the particular environmental effect
of interest such as acoustic propagation in the ocean.
These regions may be as small or as large as conditions
dictate and, in the case of acoustic propagation, are
based on ocean bathymetry, bottom material characteristics, and the shape of the sound speed proﬁle between
the surface and the bottom of the ocean. For our ﬁrst
applications of the MIV methodology, we developed
these regions subjectively, guided by our understanding
of the impact of these properties on acoustic propagation. We are now testing an automated technique
for creating these regions. Signiﬁcantly, the effective
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application of the MIV methodology is not sensitive to
the details of the region boundaries, so development of
the regions, while requiring careful thought, is not an
unduly exacting process.
Following the sectioning of the battlespace environment, a variety of representative contact-sensor pair
locations, judged to be typical of the entire range of
propagation conditions expected to be encountered
during the simulation, are selected within and among
the regions. Each contact-sensor pair location is chosen
to be separated by a distance marginally greater than
the maximum expected detection range for the entire
battlespace because the resulting transmission loss calculations include all ranges from the source out to the
maximum expected detection range. The selected acoustic propagation model is then run for many combinations
of contact depth, receiver depth, and frequency between
each of the selected contact-sensor pair locations as
described below. The resulting set of model runs constitutes a database of model output from which to select a
subset of model runs that will serve as a compact representation of the entire spectrum of propagation behavior
to be encountered over the simulation battlespace.
In addition to sectioning the environment into
regions, consideration must be given to the ranges (or
intervals) of relevant system parameter values required
to ensure provision for all possible circumstances likely
to be encountered during the simulation. For acoustic
sensors, the system parameter values include the range
of acoustic frequencies that will be encountered during
the simulation as well as the range of sensor depths and
contact depths expected as the sensor and contact platforms maneuver about the battlespace. A multiparameter space of model input values is deﬁned by the collection of these intervals, and an appropriate sampling
of each parameter over its respective interval is required
so that the desired environmental effects model (e.g.,
acoustic propagation model) can be run for every combination of parameter values along each propagation path
speciﬁed in the regional map. The sampling intervals
need not be constant—it is more economical to sample
more densely where it is known that the model is likely
to be more sensitive to variation of that parameter and
to sample less densely where the model is likely to be
less sensitive.
Next, the environmental effects model is run for
all combinations of system parameter values for each
selected contact-sensor propagation path. The number
of sample values for each parameter and the number
of propagation paths may cause the total number of
model runs to be in the thousands or tens of thousands. Automating the creation of model input ﬁles,
including extraction of the environmental data along
the propagation path, greatly reduces the labor and the
required computer time per run. Some environmental
effects models run sufﬁciently fast on modern desktop
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Figure 1. Two example clusters of acoustic transmission loss
curves. The representative curve for each cluster is shown in
black.

computers or workstations that all the runs for a single
propagation path may be accomplished in a few hours,
thereby allowing all of the calculations to be done in a
few days. For the Joint Warfare System (JWARS), which
is discussed in the section below, we calculate 10,400
model runs for a single contact-sensor pair location in
approximately 2 h on a 2.4-GHz dual-processor PC. If
an environmental effects model takes a signiﬁcant fraction of an hour on a desktop computer or workstation,
however, access to a high-performance computer would
be a great advantage. The entire set of model runs for all
contact-sensor pair locations is collected into a database
for analysis.
Cluster analysis is applied to the database of model
runs to identify a relatively small subset of runs that
constitutes a good approximation, or representation, of
the entire spectrum of model behavior encountered over
the simulation battlespace. It is this subset that becomes
the library of environmental effects model calculations
in the simulation.
Cluster analysis is an objective technique for identifying and characterizing distinct categories, or clusters, of
objects with common properties from a set with a variety,
possibly a virtual continuum, of characteristics.8 One
object from each cluster can then be identiﬁed as most
similar to all other objects in that cluster and therefore
as the best single approximation to, or representative of,
all other objects in that cluster. Figure 1 is a plot of all
transmission loss curves in each of two example clusters. The black line within each cluster is the selected
representative curve for that cluster. This is the basis for
reducing a very large data set of model runs down to a
very manageable subset consisting of those model runs
that have been identiﬁed as the best representatives in
their respective clusters. This subset becomes the library
of model runs speciﬁcally tailored to the simulation.
To determine quantitatively how the objects differ, a
measure of the difference between two given objects must
be deﬁned. For acoustic propagation loss models, Biondo
et al.9 deﬁne this difference as
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i =1

m

,

where
drs = standardized m-space root-mean-square (RMS)
difference between transmission loss curves,
cri = transmission loss of curve r at the ith range,
csi = transmission loss of curve s at the ith range,
and
m = number of range points in each curve.
A small value of drs shows that curves are similar and a
large value indicates dissimilarity. RMS differences are
calculated between all curves. The “diameter” of a given
cluster can then be deﬁned as the maximum value of the
set of RMS differences between all pairs of transmission
loss curves in that cluster.
Ideally, the RMS difference is calculated between all
pairs of transmission loss curves. However, the number
of such curves can be very high, resulting in an unnecessarily large number of RMS difference calculations.
Instead, a random sample is selected from the calculated
transmission loss curves and the clustering is applied to
the random sample. Once the clustering is complete
and the representative transmission loss curves have
been selected, each of the curves that were not in the
random sample is assigned to the cluster for which the
RMS difference between the curve to be assigned and
the representative transmission loss curve from the cluster is the smallest.
Testing has shown that the accuracy of the ﬁnal
clustering results is similar to clustering without drawing
a random sample. One measure of the accuracy is the
overall average RMS difference between the representative curves and the other curves in their respective
clusters. That is, the mean RMS difference is calculated
between each representative curve and all other curves
in the corresponding cluster. Then the average of all
mean RMS differences is calculated, resulting in a single
number representing the accuracy of the representative
curves for a particular number of clusters. Figure 2 shows
the dependence of the overall average RMS difference
on the number of clusters. This type of curve can serve
as a useful guide to the appropriate number of clusters
for a given application.
Once the clustering has been completed, the transmission loss library and directory are generated. The
library consists of the set of representative transmission
loss curves and the directory consists of the information
required to determine the appropriate representative
curve, given a simulation request for transmission loss
for a particular source-receiver geometry and frequency.
Speciﬁcally, the directory is a table of parameter interval combinations together with the representative curve
corresponding to each combination. Thus to obtain the
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Figure 2. Dependence of representative transmission loss curve
accuracy on the number of clusters used to characterize acoustic
model response to the sound speed proﬁle environment.

required transmission loss value, the intervals containing the frequency of interest, latitude, longitude, and
depth of both the contact and the sensor are located in
the directory, the corresponding representative transmission loss curve is identiﬁed, and the contact-sensor
separation distance is used to select the correct value
from the transmission loss versus range curve.
An interesting and valuable empirical property
of the cluster analysis results is that the mapping of
sample runs to representative curves is insensitive
to minor changes in the environment. If the input
parameter values (except for environment) for each
representative curve are saved and used with the new
environment parameter values to calculate a new set of
“representative” curves, the resulting curve set will be
a very good approximation to the set of representative
curves that would result from cluster analysis applied
to a set of sample runs for the new environment. This
property allows extremely rapid (less than 1 h) generation of a new set of representative curves each time a
new environmental data set becomes available and
makes development of a new directory unnecessary.
For underwater acoustics, the ocean bottom topography
and bottom material composition remain constant, and
only the sound velocity ﬁeld varies as ocean circulation
and weather affect the upper ocean temperature and
salinity ﬁelds.

MIV APPLICATIONS
In July 2001, MIV was applied to the anti-submarine warfare (ASW) simulation component of the
Joint Synthetic Forces (JSAF) simulation. The JSAF
simulation was operated by the Naval Warfare Development Command for the Navy War College–sponsored
Global 2001 War Game. The war game “playbox” ocean
areas included the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman
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during a 3-week period in March 2001. The NRL (Stennis) supplied daily Modular Ocean Data Assimilation
System (MODAS) 1/8° ⫻ 1/8° gridded analyses of the
ocean volume temperature and salinity from which we
calculated the sound speed proﬁles on the same grid.
We sectioned the ocean sound speed ﬁeld into feature
areas (Fig. 3) as described above, identiﬁed appropriate
contact-sensor pair locations, and calculated acoustic
transmission loss for all combinations of 20 contact
depths, 20 sensor depths, and 26 frequencies ranging
from 20 Hz to 10 kHz. Next, we used the Navy standard
acoustic transmission loss model ASTRAL, the fastest
Navy standard model available at that time, to calculate
the transmission loss for each of these combinations
and for each pair of contact-sensor locations. We then
grouped the resulting calculations into 200 clusters and
selected a representative transmission loss from each
cluster. These 200 transmission loss curves and the corresponding directory were the data that JSAF applied in
the sonar equation to determine whether a sensor had
detected a contact. Using this approach, JSAF was able
to satisfy calls for transmission loss at rates ranging from
several to several tens of requests per second.
The effectiveness of the MIV methodology was
dramatically demonstrated during the war game when
a friendly submarine was detected and sunk by a threat
platform. The commanding ofﬁcer of the friendly submarine challenged the ability (based on 1 of the 200
representative ASTRAL calculations) of the threat
platform to detect the submarine at that range in that
environment. To adjudicate this challenge, war game
personnel performed the exact ASTRAL calculation
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for the friendly contact depth, threat sensor depth,
contact frequency, locations of the friendly submarine
and the threat, and the range between them. The resulting exact transmission loss calculation conﬁrmed the
MIV-based detection. This work is described in detail in
Biondo et al.9
We are currently applying the MIV methodology to
the ASW simulation in JWARS. JWARS is a “constructive” simulation that includes all aspects of theater-scale
engagement and runs as much as a thousand times faster
than real time. Before running a constructive simulation, all information specifying the scenario to be run is
entered. The simulation is then run to completion with
no further human interaction, although certain information may be monitored as the simulation proceeds.
Often a slight change is then made to the simulation
input information, such as a change in the value of the
random number generator seed, and the simulation is
run again. This process is repeated many times to accumulate a data set of results that can be analyzed statistically. JWARS will be employed as a force analysis and
course-of-action analysis tool.
Before applying the MIV methodology, JWARS used
a “sweep-width” approximation that summed up all the
disjoint areas where a contact was detectable by a particular sensor. The disjoint areas were then equated to a singular circular area, centered on the sensor, whose radius
resulted in the area equivalent of the sum of the disjoint
areas. While the sweep-width approximation required
only swift table look-up operations to adjudicate possible contact detections, an important drawback of this
approximation was that it greatly reduced most detection
ranges, which had important and
often misleading tactical conseDepth (m)
quences. The new MIV-based ASW
150
simulation will require table lookups
combined with an arithmetic equation (the sonar equation) evaluation
to determine whether a sensor can
detect a particular contact. Although
100
this approach requires a few more
simple computer operations for each
adjudication, little or no impact is
anticipated on JWARS run time,
but the detailed effects of the ocean
environment on sensor performance
50
will be much more accurately and
completely represented.

Preliminary Application to
Radar
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Figure 3. Feature areas showing classiﬁcation of the Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman into
regions of similar acoustic propagation environments. All depths greater than 150 m are
shown in blue at the top of the scale.
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In addition to sonar applications, a preliminary application
to radar has been examined. For
this investigation, the Tropospheric
Electromagnetic (EM) Parabolic
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Figure 4. Field plot of the one-way propagation factor
computed using the TEMPER model at 1 GHz and an antenna pattern
of ±90º.
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the higher angles. A 200-km range was chosen to avoid
truncating the main beam of propagation at any altitude within the selected altitude interval (0–1000 m).
The lobes are due to multipath interference between
the direct path and the reﬂected ocean path, and occur
at a higher spatial rate for the higher frequencies. Note
the greater variation in F 2 at altitudes near the ocean
surface than at the top of the problem space. Since we
have considered only a standard atmosphere, the variation near the surface is due to the source-target geometry and the greater inﬂuence of the Earth’s horizon at
the lower altitudes.
Figure 5 shows an overplot of F 2 at 1 GHz for altitudes of 500 and 550 m. The axis scales have been
expanded to focus on the shorter-range oscillations in
F 2. Note how the F 2 maxima lobes are similar in shape
for the two curves, but the phasing changes with altitude. (This similarity with altered phases is potentially
exploitable for clustering purposes but that is left for
future analysis.) It is clear from Figs. 4 and 5 that the
character of the curve changes with altitude, and in
fact the RMS difference between curves increases with
altitude separation between curves.
The preliminary results of this investigation are
very encouraging. Figure 6 displays the EM accuracy
curve. It is the same type of accuracy curve used in the
MIV underwater acoustic analysis (Fig. 2) and its shape
and magnitude are similar to the underwater acoustics
curve.9 The 20-cluster case shows a mean RMS difference of about 2 dB. Figure 7 shows a plot of the contents
of ﬁve sequential clusters (sequential in altitude bin)
selected from the 20-cluster case. Clearly, the clusters
vary uniformly with altitude. Figure 8 shows how the
contents of each cluster (1 through 20) are located in
altitude for the 20-cluster case. Note the monotonic
behavior with altitude. In this simple example, the
only input parameter varied was the receiver (or target)
altitude. The clusters indicated in Fig. 8 are entirely
contiguous in altitude (no cluster has curves from
another altitude bin that are within the 2-dB criterion
for the 20-cluster case). Also note that the number
5
Propagation factor, F 2 (dB)

Equation Routine (TEMPER)10 model was used to
calculate the pattern propagation factor (F) for a standard atmosphere at frequencies of 1, 3, and 10 GHz.
(F is the ratio of the predicted electric ﬁeld amplitude,
including antenna beam pattern and refractive effects,
to the amplitude associated with free-space spreading.)
TEMPER was chosen because it is the model accepted
by the Navy’s Aegis Program and is incorporated in the
Shipboard Environmental Assessment/Weapon System
Performance (SEAWASP) tactical decision aid for predicting radar performance. Constant altitude cuts were
made through the two-dimensional TEMPER F 2 ﬁeld
to produce F 2 curves at altitude increments of 1 m. The
F 2 curves were then subjected to MIV cluster analysis.
The results are documented below.
One can calculate F 2 results according to a variety
of parameters including source altitude, receiver altitude, source frequency, pointing (or elevation) angle,
antenna pattern, refractivity condition, and region in
the problem space (e.g., beyond the horizon or within
a surface-based duct). However, the scope of this initial
investigation was limited to simply determining whether
cluster analysis has potential application to EM propagation. Therefore a single set of F 2 curves at one frequency
(1 GHz) and one source height (18 m) was analyzed
for a single sector antenna pattern (omnidirectional
over a sector of ±90°) and a ﬁxed antenna angle of 0º.
The analysis included 1024 receiver (or target) altitudes
(from 1 to 1000 m) over a range of 200 km.
This analysis used one-way F 2 results expressed in
decibels as 20 log10F. The ﬁrst case considered was propagation over a smooth ocean with a standard atmosphere.
The standard atmosphere is the simplest possible case
that can occur approximately in the real atmosphere in
well-mixed layers.
An F 2 plot for EM frequencies of 1 GHz is shown in
Fig. 4. This TEMPER propagation run was made using
the standard atmosphere with an antenna pattern of
±90° and a source at 18 m. TEMPER’s wide propagator
option was used to allow more accurate calculations at
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Figure 5. Dependence of F 2 on range for altitudes of 500 m
(blue) and 550 m (red).
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Figure 8. Graph showing how the number of F 2 curves in each
cluster increases from cluster 1 through cluster 20. Each F 2
curve is represented by a dot at its corresponding altitude, but
the closely overlapping dots result in line segments that increase
in length with increasing altitude. The increasing line length is
evidence of the increasing number of F 2 curves as altitude and
cluster number increase. The apparent slight overlap in altitude of
consecutive line segments is due only to the size of the dot used
in the plot.

(1) include additional frequencies and source heights
for the standard atmospheric proﬁle, (2) add realistic
range-independent atmospheric layers that vary with
altitude, including evaporative ducts, surface-based
ducts, elevated ducts, and subrefractive layers, (3) add
range dependence via variation of refractivity proﬁles
and topography with range, and (4) relate cluster variation to real weather events.
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Figure 6. Dependence of representative EM curve accuracy on
the number of clusters used to characterize TEMPER response to
the given refractivity proﬁle, antenna height, and antenna pattern.
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Figure 7. Five clusters of F 2 curves from adjacent altitude bins.
Each cluster appears to be a colored band because the curves
change gradually in shape with altitude, thereby creating a continuum when all curves in a given cluster are plotted together.

of F 2 curves per cluster increases with altitude and is
reduced near the ocean surface where the variability is
the greatest.
Although this analysis varied only one input parameter (receiver or target altitude) and used a simpliﬁed
proﬁle, the results indicate that the cluster analysis
techniques developed for underwater acoustics were
successful in a limited application. The clusters for a
single frequency and single source height mapped to
contiguous altitude bins. The cluster accuracy curve
indicates behavior similar to the underwater acoustics
case, with a reasonable number of clusters to achieve an
acceptable level of accuracy. The MIV cluster analysis
therefore shows promise for application to EM propagation. The next steps in this investigation would be to
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Potential Application to Navy
and Joint Training Systems
There are many different kinds of training systems,
each with unique requirements on simulation design and
system capabilities. This section is written largely from
the ASW training perspective but is transferable to many
other domains. ASW training includes “real-time” virtual “man-in-the-loop,” tactical, and strategic training.
For real-time virtual man-in-the-loop training systems,
the simulation must represent environmental effects in
the training scenario to a degree that results in important nuances of system performance being reﬂected in
the sensor displays. For tactical training systems, which
might not require the sensor operator level of detail, an
overall result that identiﬁes “contact gain/contact loss/
bearing to contact/range to contact” information may
be adequate. In strategic training—a command level of
training above both tactical and man-in-the-loop—the
scenario is much larger and involves many more military
assets. Strategic training simulations may be required
to run faster than real-time military scenarios in order
to support course-of-action analysis or to accumulate
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results for statistical analysis. These training events may
not address environmental effects based on a representation of the natural environment simply because of the
limited system computational assets. Instead, somewhat
arbitrary criteria may be used to determine whether
sensor contacts are gained or lost.
The differences in the environmental effects models
for man-in-the-loop and tactical levels of simulation can
be used to illustrate some differences in system requirements. For example, the virtual man-in-the-loop system
may require the acoustic arrival angle, phase, frequency,
and signal excess for each propagation path, whereas for
the tactical system, signal excess may be adequate since
the operator displays may not need to be simulated.
In both cases, however, the respective environmental
model is required to capture the appropriate effects of
the natural environment.
In today’s tactical environment, which has changed
from deep water to littoral operational conditions, it is
even more imperative to teach, train, and practice the
impacts of varying and complex environmental conditions. All advantages should be optimized to achieve
mission success. Understanding the impact of the environment is crucial to this success. By correctly training
environmental impacts, the true cause and effect of the
interaction of contacts, environment, and sensors can
be fully analyzed and explained, and positive training
can occur.
In each of these types of training systems, the
physical environmental model calculations are computationally intensive. This condition requires assumptions, shortcuts, and simplifying approaches to be
invoked in order to provide an environment for
training. The objective is to accurately capture environmental impacts based on the need of the training
system and on in-depth analysis. This analysis allows
the system designer to ensure that critical events of
tactical signiﬁcance are captured to optimize training
while also meeting reasonable computational (system)
requirements. Historically, no tools have been available to quantify the massive amount of data analysis
and assessments required to determine these design
criteria. MIV is an approach that allows this analysis
to be manageable and quantiﬁable. This enables the
system designer to play “what-if” approaches to achieve
an optimum design without sacriﬁcing the ﬁdelity of
the environmental representation. MIV also allows for
a number of efﬁciencies that prove advantageous to
the training system designer. In particular, MIV results
highlight where the propagation effects are most sensitive
to environmental conditions and operational parameters
(e.g., sensor depth, etc.). This enables the training
system designer to
• Focus calculations on the “boundaries” of high-sensitivity areas. This results in more efﬁcient use of
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system resources and realistic representation of the
natural environment to support large, complex training scenarios, including highly variable and complex
areas. In addition, it allows what-if tactical evaluation before, during, and after training sessions.
• Focus attention on explaining “cause and effect” conditions to optimize the use of military assets.
• Provide better tools (on affordable computers) to
explore various tactical options.
• Facilitate assessment of the degree of consistency (or
“fair ﬁght”) with which different training systems
represent important effects of the environment.
While these points include the computational efﬁciency that supports the detailed realism of simulated
environmental effects, they also include capabilities that
MIV supports for providing the insight required by both
instructor and trainee regarding tactically important
effects of the environment. For most military personnel,
training time is at a premium. The objective of a training session is not solely to make the training as realistic
as possible, but also to take maximum advantage of the
time involved for all participants. Therefore an instructor or on-site training lead is responsible for crafting a
scenario to get the maximum training capability from
each session. This requires insight into both environmental conditions and the effects of the environment
on the contacts and sensors. Such insight advances the
trainee’s knowledge of how the systems should optimally
be employed for a given scenario. To best plan a scenario, then, multiple transmission loss conditions should
be investigated by the instructor throughout the gaming
areas for cause and effect situations.
Training typically includes a “pre-brieﬁng” session,
the actual training session, and a debrief or postevaluation session. The pre-brieﬁng session describes
the conditions into which the training crews will be
immersed. It provides intelligence similar to that given
before actual deployment. In addition to a description of
the operational environment, the critical impacts of the
physical environment should be presented to the crew.
Tactical decision aids are also used to assess the environment, and their products should be assessed as well when
developing the tactical strategy.
During the actual training session, the instructor
needs to assess current and future conditions so that
crew members can later be debriefed on their operational employment skills, tactics, and overall strategy.
Also, a scenario may not play out as initially intended
by the instructor. Crew decision making may cause
the scenario to move into unintended situations. To
intervene and best plan the remainder of the scenario,
the instructor must understand the new environmental
cause and effect situations.
Finally, the debrief or post-evaluation session includes
a full disclosure of environmental impacts, allowing the
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trainee to gain insight into the “invisible” physics of the
tactical environment and to assess whether there were
better tactics or whether advantages were overlooked.
This reinforces an understanding of the effect of the
environment on mission success/failure.
For all of the phases of training outlined above, the
common principle is the criticality of understanding
and demonstrating the training mission, predominately
in terms of the capabilities of the tactical resources
within a deﬁned environment. The success or failure of
a mission may strongly depend on the conditions of the
environment and on knowing the areas where the combination of tactical capabilities and the environment
change (e.g., a contact of interest may be lost). These
usually occur at the boundaries of relatively uniform
conditions. This description of the requirements for
the virtual training system is, in principle, very similar
to the requirements for other types of training systems
such as onboard or “organic” training systems.
MIV allows environmental boundaries to be captured and the use of system computational resources
to be optimized. It is also an affordable approach to
providing insight into the impact of the environment
on a military mission. “Rules of thumb” typically used
in deep-water operations are no longer applicable to the
shallow-water areas where the military may be expected
to deploy. The better we understand the environments
in these areas, the greater our chances of success.

SUMMARY
Environmental effects are likely to become increasingly recognized as essential to the validity of
advanced DoD simulations. This will occur as simulation users and developers realize that simulations at all
levels of warfare (tactical, operational, and strategic)
require that systems’ behaviors include the effects of
noise, clutter, clouds, precipitation, inhomogeneities
in propagation media, etc., in order to have the most
realistic impact on the evolution of the scenario being

examined. Although computer speed and power continue to advance steadily, modeling of environmental
effects is only one of several competing aspects of
advancing simulation technology that will draw heavily
on increasing computer capability. For this reason, there
will continue to be, for the foreseeable future, a need
for methods that enable the computer-efﬁcient representation of complex environmental effects in DoD
simulations.
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